
Ideas for Year 1 Maths activities Week beginning 4
th

 May 

If you type in       white rose home learning year 1   there are other 

appropriate activities  

Monday  15-20 minutes 

+ calculations 

Parents to draw a number line 0-20 or 0-30 

Write the children + calculations e.g 6 + 7- encourage them to start on 

the number and jump on. If you have a computer, you could print off 

the number lines and they can make the ‘humps’ for the jumps. Make 

the children do at least 20 different calculations. 

 

Tuesday 15-20 minutes 

- calculations 

as previous day but this time they are jumping back to subtract. 

 

Wednesday 15-20 minutes 

Missing numbers 

 Solve these calculations 

5 + ? = 12     6+ ? =11    8 + ? = 15   9 + ? = 16    5 +? = 13   6 +? = 14 

Use number lines 

- they circle the number they know 

- they circle the answer 

they jump to find the missing number.  

 

 

Parents write some more calculations 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 15 16 

Thursday 15-20 minutes 

Missing numbers 

Solve these calculations 

12- ? =5   18 - ? =3     15- ? = 11    16 -? = 5   18 - ? = 7   19 -?= 9 

Use the number line as the previous day 

- circle the whole 



- circle the part  

- jump back- create humps 

- check by adding the hairs 

 

Parents write some more calculations. 

  

Friday 15-20 minutes 

Adding 10 to a number 

Parents you can either use the sweets (tens and ones) or print off a 100 

square. 

Complete these calculations  6 + 10   3 + 10    13+ 10  16+ 10   4 + 10 etc 

 

Circle the number- jump down 1 space ( You will need to remind the 

children that the columns add 10 going down and  subtract 10 going up. 

 

Repeat with 12 -10    17 -10   27-10    34-10 etc 

 

 


